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NUCLEAR LIABILITY, INSURANCE PROBLEMS AND TRENDS

AS SEEN BY THE EUROPEAN UTILITIES

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the last two decades, a new branch of law has
emerged, pertaining to nuclear energy, particularly where liability is
concerned, with the elaboration of international conventions which have
introduced special liability rules relative to nuclear activities. On the
one hand there is the O.E.CD. Convention liability in the field of nuclear
energy, known as the Paris Convention, and on the other hand the A.E.I.A.
Convention known as the Vienna Convention.

Although the Vienna Convention came into force on 12.11.77, it has
not been ratified to date by the Western European Countries. Only the Paris
Convention, which came into force on 1.1.68 and introduced special rules on
liability, has been ratified by some of these countries.

These special rules can be summed up in the following wi.y :

1. Objective and exclusive liability of the Operator of a nuclear plant;
2. Constituting of an adequate financial guarantee to meet the amount

fixed for the Operator's liability;
3. Limitation of the liability in amount and in time;
4. Uniformity of jurisdiction and execution of judgements.

These notions apply not only to accidents occurring in a nuclear
installation but also to those occurring during the transport from or to
one of these installations.

The Paris Convention is complemented by another Convention, known
as the Brussels Convention, which determines the indemnity amounts allocated
to injured third parties.

I. PARIS' CONVENTION

In the Paris Convention, the current maximum amount for the
Operator's liability is fixed at 15 million European units of account
save as otherwise provided by the national legislation of a country,
where it might be higher or lower, with, however, an inferior limit of
5 million units of account.

We recall that the underlying principle of this Convention resides in
the objective snd exclusive liability "even without proven negligence"
of the Operator.

(*)

The European unit of account was originally worth BF 50. Currently it is
worth about BF 39,50.
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The majority of countries have fixed uniform amounts for liability,
converted into their own currency. Others, on the other hand, have
adopted laws which entitle the State to prescribe different liability
amounts according to the size of the installations or the danger
incurred in operating or transporting fissile materials. Some countries
in Europe have charged Operators with considerably higher amounts,
namely in the Federal Republic of Germany and Switzerland.

In the framework, of meetings of governmental experts at the O.E.CD.
in Paris, the increase in guarantees provided for by the Paris Convention
has been envisaged. If increases were decided upon, they would, inevitably,
influence the guarantee amounts fixed by the States which ratified the
Paris Convention.

The international organization which I represent, that i.3 to say, the
International Union of Producers and Distributors of Energy (UNIPEDE),
taking part in the afore mentioned meetings, made it known, via its
spokesman, that producers of electricity derived from nuclear energy
were opposed to increasing the amounts currently in force and this for
three reasons :

- the first is technical :
the risk of a major accident occuring has been or is currently the
object of thorough studies, namely within the UNIPEDE group.
The probability of accidents is extremely slight as is clearly
established in the Rasmussen Report.

- the second is psychological and is linked to the question of safety.
Although nuclear plants have a greater capacity now than in 1960, the
safety measures adopted since construction are clearly more technically
advanced and the likelihood of a major accident occurring is greatly
reduced. Should the liability amounts charged to the Operators be
increased, this would incite the public to think that the Operators
themselves did not have confidence in the safety measures taken in
their nuclear installations.

- the last is economic given that increased guarantees automatically
increase the cost of the kWh produced.

II. BRUSSELS CONVENTION

The Brussels Convention, which was ratified by a sufficient number of
countries to be of application, charges the State in which the nuclear
installation is located for the excess of the amount guaranteed by the
Operator to the amount of 70 million European units of account.
Furthermore, the guarantee comprised between 70 million units of
account and 120 million units of account, is to be distributed amongst
the Pools which have ratified the said Convention according to a scale
of distribution.
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III. CATEGORY OF RISKS COVERED (See Annex I)

(a) Third party nuclear risks and conventional risks during operation

The majority of nuclear undertakings in western Europe cover third
party nuclear risks to the extent of the amount fixed by the
legislation of the country for nuclear liability.
Furthermore, in case of non-nuclear accidents, the Operator's liability
is generally covered by the same insurance policy; the underwriter
covering these risks is also generally the National Pool of Nuclear
Insurances.
The reason for the Pool covering non-nuclear risks resides in the
fact that, should an accident occur, it might be difficult to
determine which part of the cause was nuclear or conventional.
In certain countries, however, a part of the guarantee charged to
the operator is borne by himself.

The underwritten insurance policies covering these risks are
twofold : one insures the Operator's liability for fixed installa-
tions whilst the other insures the Operator's liability during
transport. Thé limits for the Operator's liability during transport
are fixed by the Paris Convention specifications or contractually
and, more often than not, between the parties which, by common
accord, may determine the conditions of delivery or taking charge
of the fissile material.

'(b) Property damage insurance during construction

In major nuclear installations namely in power plants or in uranium
enrichment factories such as EURODIF for example, it is necessary,
.in order to harmonize the coverage of risks ensuing from the
construction of such vast complexes, to underwrite "All risks
coverage on site" policies, which cover overall damages which might
conceivably occur on site during construction. This insurance
policy is underwritten by the Owner not only for himself but for
all those participating in construction works, that is to say,
the Consultant Engineers, Architects, Civil Engineering Contractors,
Engineers, Equipment Fitters and Sub-Constractors.

This type of insurance is composed of three sections, namely :

(i) property damage insurance for installatiora ij.ider construction
and during testing period;

(ii) insurance covering the maintenance period, that is to say between
provisional and final acceptance when the Consultant Engineers,
Contractors or Engineers are still responsible to the Owner for
any damage, the responsability of which is incumbent on them.

(iii) liability of all insured parties with regard to third parties
and each other, the latter being called cross liability.

Nevertheless, given the special nature of the risk to be
covered, this "All risks coverage on site" insurance, as
opposed to what normally occurs in a conventional industrial
installation, deducts part of its guarantee when the reactur
id being loaded in a nuclear power plant, when there is
enriched uranium in an enrichment plant, and when irradiated
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or non-irradiated fuel is being processed in a reprocessing
plant. Indeed, this insurance policy does not cover those
zones presenting a risk of radioactivity. This, no sooner
does such a risk become apparent than the operation
insurances come into force for the part constituted by
radioactive zones, and are underwritten with the National
Insurance Pools covering nuclear and conventional fire risks
and with the insurance companies covering conventional
machinery breakdown in these zones.

(iv) Property damage insurance for installation in operation P.W.R.

Here again, there are two categories of covers : one covers
nuclear and conventional fire risks, the other machinery
bireakdown and electrical risks.

- _Ins_u£a_nce_ f_or_ .nu£lear a_nd £onve_n£i£nal_f_ire_ £i£k£

These insurances underwritten with the National Nuclear
Iusurance Pools are fixed with respect to the Operator's
request and to the capacity of the insurance Pool and
its reinsurers.
Costs related to decontamination and isolation measures
taken following an accident entailing damage to nuclear
installations are comprised in the cover against nuclear
risks. Furthermore, other supplementary costs incurred by
repairs as well as conventional fire damage are covered.
Among the guarantee extensions it would be well to note the
one for "strikes and riots" as long as occurrencies such as
strikes, lock-outs, trade disputes and riots are not of
an insurrectional nature, that is to say that they do not
result from the concerted action (namely terrorism or
sabotage) of groups, even locally, which rise against a
local authority.
Nevertheless, it is up to the insurers to prove that there
was "concerted action by the group rising against the local
authority".
In certain cases, the Pools may waive the exclusion relative
to damages resulting from terrorist activities or sabotage
carried out in the context of concerned action by means of
a relatively high loaded premium.
The majority of European Pools, contrary to the American
Pools, do not cover machinery breakdown in installations.
The latter risks are covered by insurance companies insuring
this kind of damage.

JÇnsujrance f_o£ ma£hine_ry_ _br£ak_d£wti ajid £ljectrica_l_ris]çs_

Originally, these insurances, underwritten by insurance
companies covering conventional risks of this kind, were
only applicable outside radioactive zones. However, lately,
the afore mentioned companies may also cover conventional
machinery breakdown risks within radioactive zones.
Nevertheless, the number of insurance companies covering
this kind of risk is limited and, in high radioactive zones,
the insurance companies are reinsured at 100 % by the Pools.
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(v) "Supplementary operational cost" insurance

The "supplementary operational cost" guarantee is a variant of
the insurance covering loss of profit. It consists in paying
an indemnity, in case of loss, representing the difference
between the cost of the replacement energy and the cost of
the energy which the insured installation would have produced
had the accident not occurred.
In fact it is based on the difference of the cost of fuel and
is applied when there is nuclear property damage, fire or
machinery breakdown bringing about cessation of activity.
It follows that this insurance policy conforms to the damage
insurance policies which have been underwritten by the
Operator.

In Europe, by my knowledge, this risk was only covered for one
plant, namely the Belgo-French Plant SEMO which is located at
Tihange in Belgium. Only the Belgian part of this Belgo-French
plant is insured for this kind of risk.

IV. EUROPEAN MUTUAL ASSOCIATION FOR NUCLEAR INSURANCE

A Study Committee was founded in Western Europe in 1974 in order to
study the possibility of setting up an Insurance Mutual, intended to
cover risks such as nuclear and fire property damage in nuclear
installations. In the immediate future such risks as '^machinery
breakdown" and "all risk coverage on site" will not be covered.

The Committee is made up of Operators from the following 11 States :
Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Great Britain, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland.

The outcome of the studies undertaken revealed that the Mutual's role
should not be to compete with the Pools as such, but rather to act as
a co-insurer with the ensuing advantages listed below :

1. In this way, it would make own insurance both practical and economic
to practice.

2. Should the operation results be favorable, reserves could be built up
with a view to increasing the Mutual's retention capacity.

3. Such a Mutual would provide the means to widen the insurance market's
capacity at the very time when the vast number of nuclear power plants,
intended for operation over the next ten years, would conceivably
create problems for the Pools where capacity is concerned, not to
mention the fact that the aforementioned Fools could be in very
great demand owing to increased guarantees for "Liability", which
would shortly be charged to Nuclear Operators, should the governmental
delegates, meeting within the framework of the O.E.CD., decide to
recommend this increase.

This Mutual would be registered in Belgium and could become operational
in a not too distant future.
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I V . NUCLEAR FITEI. CYCLE

A. APPLICATION OF LIABILITY_INSURANCE (ANNEX II)

The uranium ore extracted from the mine cannot cause a "nuclear
incident" in accordance with the definition of the Paris Convention
on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy. Also, the
milling installation, where the uranium ore becomes the "yellow cake",
cannot be considered as a "nuclear installation" according to the
definition of the Paris Convention, since the purpose of this
installation is to prepare "nuclear fuel" and not "nuclear substances".
Therefore, if by exception, transports are carried out from mining
to milling installation, these are assimilated in liability, to the
nature of the installations themselves. Consequently for these risks,
only a conventional liability insurance has to be underwritten for
installations and transports. If transportation is carried out by a
lorry, the motor liability insurance policy is of application by means
of an agreement between the insurer and the insured.

The same rules as the previous ones are of application for transports
from milling installation to conversion installation into uranium
hexafluoride (UF,) and for this last installation too; all the same
if UF, has been converted from uranium concentrate, transports
towards the enrichment factory need only to be covered by a conven-
tional liability insurance, save if their grade of U exceeds
0.711 %. *

The enrichment factory is a "nuclear installation" which compels the
Operator to comply with the Paris Convention rules.

The following steps e.i. reconversion (enriched UF, into UO.)
sintering-pelletizing and fuel-assembly manufacturing are to be
assimilated to the operations in enrichment factories as these deal
with and transform "nuclear substances". Liability arising out of
transports between these various installations according to the
Paris Convention, is for the "Nuclear Operator" up-stream if it
can be established that the nuclear incident originates from "nuclear
substances" transported from these installations, however this does
not apply if "the liability has been assumed, pursuant to the express
terms of a contract in writing by the Operator of another nuclear
installation" (art.4 Paris Convention).

For the transport of nuclear substances from the fuel-assembly
manufactory to the nuclear power plant, the liability is for the
manufacturer; however if there is an agreement between parties, this
liability can be inverted.

In nuclear power plants, the Operator assumes the liability at 100 %
in accordance with the legislation. In the same way, in principle,
the burden of liability for irradiated assemblies towards the
reprocessing plant is for the Nuclear Plant Operator, unless there
is a convention with the reprocessing plant, which will report
liability in the latter. For the reprocessing plant as for the
uranium and plutonium storage premises, premises which are generally
on the site of the reprocessing plant, are the liability of the
reprocessing plant Operator until such time as the plutonium is
forwarded to the fuel assembly manufactory and uranium forwarded to
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the conversion plant. Transports towards these two plants and
liability from them is usually for the owner of the uranium and
plutonium storage premises. The liability for the uranium nitrate
(UNH) will be "nuclear" or "conventional" according to the
O.E.CD. criteria. With reference to the conversion plant, if UNH,
which has a grade of U»_, which is greater than 0.711 %, the whole
installation becomes a "nuclear installation" according to the
Paris Convention definition.

For the conditioning and storage of waste coming from 4 to 9
installations, it is up to the parties to attribute the part of
liability of each, according to art. 4 of the Paris Convention.

B. APPLICATION OF PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE (ANNEX III)

Though there is no link between liability insurance which in nuclear
matters, is conditioned by the Paris Convention, the Property Damage
Insurance for installations and transportation is divided into
"Conventional" for one part and "Nuclear" for the other, following
the same criteria as those for liability insurance.



Periods
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE COVERAGE FOR NUCLEAR POWER STATION IN EUROPE (ANNEX I)

P.W.R.

1.3.78

Beginning of
construction until
arrival of the fuel
on site

Arrival of fuel
until loading of
reactor (period of
fuel storage on »ite)

Loading of reactor
until provisional
acceptance of the
Property

Provisional acceptance
to final acceptance

After final
acceptance

Conventional insurers
construction all risk
insurance including
conventional liability
and fire property
damage

ditto

without conventional
liability, conven-
tional fire property
damage and machinery
breakdown in high
radioactive zone

ditto
only for maintenance
period restricted
coverage

\

Nuclear insurance
Pools
Nuclear liability

ditto +
conventional
liability

ditto

ditto

Nuclear Insurance Pools
Nuclear and Fire Property
damage for nuclear fuel
storage building and the
elements

Nuclear Insurance Fools
Nuclear and Fire Property
dar.iage extended to the
whole Power Plant
-r decontamination
+ suppl, costs, strikes
and riots coverage with
extension to contractors

ditto

ditto

^ \

^ \

Conventional Insurance
Machinery breakdown
in high radioactive
zone + suppl. costs
resulting from radio-
active zone.
Coverage extension to
contractors

ditto
+ Machinery breakdown
in low radioactive
zone with exclusion of
losses in charge of
contractors + vraiving from
recourse for all the
contractors in radio-
active zone

ditto
but with extension to
all losses whatsoever

" \

Supplementary cost
coverage

ditto
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